Abstract: A simple and computationally efficient decentralised control design method is introduced for load-frequency control (LFC) in interconnected power systems. The method is based on the use of a reduced-order observer and a proportional-plus-integral controller in each area of the power system, and ensures zero static change in area-frequency and tie-line power. Some of the features of the decentralised scheme are decentralised implementation of a wide choice of feedback controllers, which have been designed off-line to meet the requirements of the global system; a constraint-free structure for the feedback controller; and avoidance of the need for inter-area transfer of data, for the purposes of LFC. The proposed decentralised control algorithms are tested on a computer-based simulation of a two-area interconnected power system. The simulation results demonstrate that the method can give closed-loop performance which is similar to that of the equivalent global control system.
Introduction
In the dynamical operation of power systems, it is usually important to aim for decentralisation of control action to individual areas. This aim should coincide with the requirements for stability and load-frequency scheduling within the overall system. In a completely decentralised control scheme, the feedback controls in each area are computed on the basis of measurements taken in that area only. This implies that no interchange of information among areas is necessary for the purpose of loadfrequency control. The advantages of this operating philosophy are apparent in providing cost savings in data communications and in reducing the scope of the monitoring network.
In the load-frequency control function, it is necessary that the system frequency and the inter-area tie-line power are kept as near to the scheduled values as possible through control action. The deviations from these scheduled values are normally combined and represented in the area control error (ACE). The ACE is computed within each area, and provides the basis for loadfrequency control action.
The important requirement for system stability may be conveniently met by adopting a global policy for design, based for example on well-established principles of poleplacement or optimal control by state-feedback. Where such an approach is to be used with decentralised control, the state-vector for the entire system should be made available for the generation of local feedback control signals in all areas. This requirement may be met if a reconstruction of the system state-vector is made within each area from the measurements taken from within that area only, i.e., if the system state-vector is observable from area measurements.
Completely decentralised control is investigated for the case of a two-area interconnected power system (TAIPS). Area representation is based on the linearised single-machine area equivalent (SMAE) model of Elgerd Cl]. This model, a summary of which is given in the Appendix, has been the subject of much discussion C2-43 which has drawn attention to some practical limitations but has also highlighted the advantages of the SMAE model. These advantages include: (a) Simplicity and low dimensionality. (b) Reasonable accuracy.
(c) Suitability for simulation and educational purposes, especially with regard to the load-frequency control problem.
It is for these properties that the model has been frequently used for simulating various types of control system design [>lo]. Although the Elgerd model, as presented in the Appendix, is naturally of seventh order for a TAIPS, extensive use has been made in previous loadfrequency control studies [S, 6, 91 of augmented statevector representations which are of ninth order. The augmentation principally arises because of the incorporation of the ACE in the TAIPS state-definitions. In addition to difficulties which can arise in observability of the ninth order state-vector from some desirable loworder combinations of area measurements [7] , in the case of decentralised control there are advantages in incorporating the ACE into the controller, rather than the plant.
State-definitions are assigned directly to the Elgerd model of the Appendix. The resulting system description is therefore of seventh order, and has the desirable property that the state-vector for the global system is completely observable from area measurements. The observability properties enable the state-vector for the entire system to be reconstructed in each area, using area-based decentralised observers. A global policy of feedback control can then be implemented in a completely decentralised manner within each area. Important features of the new approach include:
(i) Area control can remain a function of the area ACE, which becomes part of the feedback controller structure rather than part of the state-vector (ii) Area control action is autonomous in the sense that it is a linear functional of measurements obtained in that area only (iii) The structure of the area controller has a form which is identical to that of the global controller.
The definition of the state-representation to be used is given, and candidate global and area measurement subsets are defined. The observability and controllability properties of the global system state from area measurements and controls are then examined. An analytical treatment of the decentralised PI optimal controller is presented, and a philosophy is outlined for controller design and implementation. The design of a reducedorder observer for each area of the TAIPS is described, and a discussion of special characteristics which arise because of complete decentralisation of the information input to each observer is included. The theoretical presentation is completed with a summarised specification for the closed-loop control system comprising a reducedorder observer and PI controller for each area. A case study of the application of the decentralised controller design method to the TAIPS is described, and simulation results are presented and discussed.
The seventh-order, 2-input, 2-disturbance state-space representation for the TAIPS is then i. = Ax(t) + Wt) + Eqt) ( 
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In a practical scheme for feedback control of a TAIPS, some of the elements of the global or area state-vectors are unlikely to be made available in a SCADA system as the result of direct measurement. In the present study of decentralised load-frequency control, design is to be based on a restricted subset of measurements which would normally be available within a computer database. The use of the SMAE as the basis for modelling area behaviour raises practical issues relating to a lumped interpretation, in the model, of measurements which would be either distributed or single-point values when taken from an actual system. The inclusion in a measurement subset of tie-line power is intuitively admissible, and presents no problems in practical interpretation. If the assumed single link between the two areas actually consists of a number of parallel paths, the values on each line could, in principle, be synchronously measured and then aggregated to give a lumped value. A similar argument applies in the case of power generation level if coherency is assumed. A lumped value in each area could be obtained in principle from simple aggregation of the measured output power at each generating unit. In the case of area frequency, a single-point measurement would normally be taken in each area. Depending on the type of instrument installed, and factors such as sampling period and signal processing, the value received at a given instant through the telemetry system would depend on the location of the frequency transducer in the area network owing to non-coherency of the actual system. Although the range of variation would be small, it is not obvious how to obtain a single value which is representative of each area taken as a whole. Measurements of tie-line power and area generation only are assumed to be possible. The general results presented for area observability and the design procedure for decentralised control may be extended without condition if area frequency measurements are substituted for area generation. The following area measurement models are therefore defined: 
Observability
It is necessary to establish that the TAIPS state-vector may be reconstructed from appropriate measurements taken on the power system so that a design for decentralised control may proceed. Observability of the global state-vector from the global measurement set is first examined. Observability from each of the area measurement-sets is then established.
Global observability
The condition for observability of the global state-vector from the global measurement set is
where
is the Kalman observability matrix.
The condition is satisfied if seven rows of the matrix M can be shown to be linearly independent. It turns out that such a subset of rows of M may be assembled from the rows of the matrices C, CA and CA2 only, i.e., the system has observability index 3 with respect to the global measurement set. Let the (7 x 7) matrix so formed be denoted M 7 . Then the rank test on M is equivalent to rank{M7} = 7. To simplify the analysis of conditions under which the rank test will hold, it is convenient to select particular rows from the matrices C, CA and CA2 so that M7 is close to triangular form. Some column exchanges are then made so that M7 is transformed to strictly upper triangular form. Sufficient conditions under which rank{M7} = 7 are then given by inspection of the diagonal elements of the upper triangular matrix. Each diagonal element should be non-zero for full rank. Let 
2 Area Observability
The conditions for observability of the global state-vector from each area measurement set alone are
C, A6
For each area in the TAIPS, a (7 x 7) submatrix with the required rank property for observability can be assembled from the matrices Ci, C, A, Ci A2 and Ci A3,
i.e. the system has observability index 4 with respect to measurements local to either area. Let the (7 x 7)
matrices so formed be denoted M,(i), where i is an area index, i = 1, 2. A procedure similar to that described for the global measurement case is applied to the area matrices M7(1) and M7(2), to effect transformations to triangular form. 
M7(2) =
If the following pairs of columns of M,(2) are exchanged: column 1 with column 4; column 2 with column 3 ; and column 6 with column 7; then an equivalent matrix is obtained which is of strictly upper triangular form. Following the procedure described, inspection of the diagonal elements of the transformed matrices for areas 1 and 2 leads to condition 2 for area observability.
Condition 2: The global system state-vector is completely observable from the defined measurements local to each area if all TAIPS parameter values are within the positive, finite range.
Condition 2 is always met in practice, and hence the global system state-vector may be reconstructed within 266 each area of the TAIPS from measurements taken locally in that area only. A basis for decentralised multi-variable feedback control therefore exists, provided that the system state-vector is fully controllable from the total set of area controls. Inspection of the diagonal elements of this lower triangular matrix leads to condition 3 for global controllability.
Condition 3: The global system state-vector is completely controllable from the global set of area controls if all TAIPS parameter values are within the positive, finite range. Condition 3 is always met in practice, and a sound structural basis for the design of area-based, completely decentralised feedback controls therefore exists, for a TAIPS.
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Decentralised controller
Global optimal linear regulator
In the TAIPS state-space model
the term Ed(t) represents the input mapping caused by power system disturbances qt). The basic theory of optimal linear regulators [ l l , 12) is generally not applicable to dynamic systems which are subject to disturbances. Optimal linear regulators are capable of compensating for changes in initial conditions within the system by forcing all system states and control variables to zero in an optimal way according to a specified cost function. Only in the special case of impulsive disturbances occurring at the time-origin is the response of the system to applied disturbances equivalent to the effect of initial conditions. When an input disturbance of a nonimpulsive type occurs, the standard optimal linear regulator fails to restore the desired zero equilibrium condition.
In the case of constant input disturbances, a steady-state error will be present in the system states.
A simple way of allowing for this effect in the case of step disturbances [SI is to make a change to the imposed initial conditions, equivalent to the steady-state error. Standard optimal control theory can then be applied to the offset system. In this case, the state-and controlvectors are redefined in terms of their steady-state values The prime objective of load-frequency control is to achieve zero steady-state frequency deviations in all areas of the power system and at the same time ensure that each area supplies its own load demand in steady-state conditions, i.e. to give zero static change in tie-line powers. Both of these objectives are achieved if the ACE is forced to have zero steady-state value in response to a step disturbance. This suggests that the control scheme must include area integrators, the inputs to which are the ACES. The integrators may be introduced into the control system in the following way: Let the ACE for area i be defined as
where B,i is the frequency-bias constant for area i . Define the system error, e@), for the TAIPS as where L is a constant (2 x ?-dimensional mapping matrix. Introduce an external state-vector At), the elements of which are the integral of ACE"' and ACE'"
Po = P(0) Clearly, p is a two-dimensional state-vector of the integral controller.
The global optimal control problem
The combination of eqns. 2 The optimal control problem is now to find the controls U&) which, subject to the constraint given in eqns. 4, minimise the following cost function:
where Qa is the block-diagonal matrix in which Q7 is a (7 x 7) positive-semidefmite weighting matrix for the system states; Q2 is a (2 x 2) positivesemidefinite weighting matrix for the integral states and R is a (2 x 2) positivedefinite weighting matrix for the controls.
Global optimal PI controller
Following the establishment of the controllability properties for the system, as expressed by condition 3, the solution to the control problem is given by design of the matrix Fa in the feedback-control law 
Decentralised controller
The global optimal feedback controls are given, from eqns. 3 and 5, by
sd or, alternatively, by um(t) = FPxm(t) + F J P ( r ) ( 10) The state-vector x,(t) is not fully available by direct measurement in each area. Since x,(t) is completely observable from area measurements, a reconstruction of the system state can be generated in each area by means of an appropriately designed area-based observer.
In the design of the feedback control scheme, it is necessary in the feedbackcontroller defined by eqn. 10 268 that x,(t) should be replaced by its area-based, observergenerated reconstruction kf4t). Since the integral controller state-vector At) is a linear function of x,(t), then At) in eqn. 10 becomes an area-based, linear function of ft'(t), and should be replaced, in eqn. 10, by pti)(t). The righthand side of either eqn. 9 or eqn. 10 will then generate an area-based construction of the global system control vector, which is described by gyt) = FPk?)(t) + F,p'O(t)
(1 1) The (2 x 1)-dimensional vectors PY'(t) and I!,"(t) contain elements which represent constructions, in areas 1 and 2, respectively, of the complete set of feedback-controls for both areas of the TAIPS. These area-generated vectors must be combined to form the control vector U&), which is the actual input to the offset TAIPS model given in eqn. 2. The following linear combination is used: U&) = zwi:1'(t) + BZ'ip(t) (12) The elements for the (2 x 2)-dimensional matrices D"' are chosen to meet the requirement for decentralisation of feedback-controls.
The procedure described results in the complete decentralisation of the control task to the two areas of the TAIPS. The design procedure may be completed with a full definition of the observers and controllers for the two areas.
Decentralised observers for power systems
The area observability properties stated in condition 2 ensure that the complete system state-vector may be reconstructed within each area by means of a suitably designed observer. A wide range of designs suitable for use with power systems is available. In the present study, each of the area measurements defined is made directly on a state-variable. The problem of state-reconstruction within each area may therefore be confined to estimation of the remaining five states in the TAIPS state-vector, which leads to a reduction in the dimension of the algorithm used for state-reconstruction. It is appropriate to examine the design of a reduced-order observer [13, 141 for each area. A simple linear transformation is first applied so that the subset of measured states may be distinguished from the remaining states in the TAIPS statevector in each of the two areas. Consider the TAIPS dynamics described by in@) = Ax&) + Ikr,(t) (2) In view of the relation between x, and the state-vector x, the measurement equation which accompanies this dynamical description is yf(t) = Cix,(t) i = I, 2 (13) where y: ) is a (2 x 1)-dimensional vector, considered as a set of offset measurements for area i. Consider the elements of the system state-vector x, to be ordered and partitioned as where x , ,~ is the sub-vector of system states which are observed directly by the global measurement set, and x", , consists of the remaining elements of x,. It is useful for the design of the area observers to extend this notion of partitioning to each area, by means of the definitions where x F d is the sub-vector of system states which are observed directly by the measurement set in area i, and 
Reduced-order observer
A standard procedure for the design of reduced-order observers may now be applied to the suitably transformed TAIPS model. The following summary is drawn from the detailed descriptions given in References 13 and 14:
The structure of the reduced-order observer for area i is given by
p ( t ) = G(i)z(i)(t) + Hc"yt)(t) + W'"U"(t)
(16) where z(O is the (5 x 1)-dimensional reduced-order observer state-vector for area i.
The state-estimate for x: ! , is given by
P:,),(t) = Z(i)(t) + P y ? ( t )
The matrices G"), H'" and W(') are obtained from 
with an initial condition %: ! LO) . The state-estimate .t:!,(t) will converge to x:!At) from an arbitrary initial condition provided that eqn. 18 is asymptotically stable, i.e., if R"
is chosen so that all eigenvalues of the matrix G") have negative real parts. In practice, x?" is chosen such that the observer has dynamics an order or so faster than the dominant dynamics of the power system. Any established method for pole-placement or optimal control design may be used for the computation of Typical procedures are described in References 11,12 and 15-17.
2 Fully decentralised observers
In the procedure described for the specification of a standard reduced-order observer, the control input to the observer is identical to the control input to the system, as stated in eqn. 16. This structural characteristic gives rise to the desirable asymptotic behaviour of the observer error dynamics, namely that following an initial transient, the observer output will track the system state precisely in the presence of general time-varying inputs. In the TAIPS control scheme, the system input U&) is given by
(14 where and i : ' ) are the locally generated constructions available as control inputs to the observers in areas 1 and 2, respectively. In a completely decentralised scheme, with no data communication between areas, the control input to the observer in area i consists of the locally gen- In the case of a fully decentralised control scheme, the observer error dynamics can be stabilised by selection of matrices f i l l and fi'), but will exhibit a non-zero bias which is a linear function of the control inputs to both observers, in the steady-state. This would suggest that, unlike the conventional reduced-order observer with full knowledge of the system control inputs, the TAIPS area observers might not track the system state asymptotically. Area integral-controllers are incorporated into the local feedbackcontrols for the TAIPS. This ensures that both the control inputs applied to, and the stateestimates generated by, each area observer move asymptotically to zero in the steady-state following the application of a step disturbance to the TAIPS, provided that the observers are designed to be stable. In the case of fully decentralised TAIPS control, observer estimation errors will occur each time the system receives a new step disturbance. These transient estimation errors will decay asymptotically as the system dynamics approach the new steady-state.
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Closed-loop system
Equations for the implementation of the fully decentralised closed-loop control system may be completed for each area of the TAIPS. A set of dynamic equations in the system, observer and integral-controller statevariables are presented, which may be checked for stability of the overall closed-loop system, incorporating area observers and controllers.
Area controllers
Following the approach described earlier, the global control signals derived from a reconstruction of the system state may be written as fi,(t) = FP2"(t) + F,p(t)
Application of the transformation defined by eqn. 15, 6 3 Systemdynamics together with the replacement of p(t) by its area-based equivalent p(')(t) as described earlier, leads to an expression for area-based controls Using eqn. 12 for combination of the area-constructed control inputs to each observer, the system dynamical equations described by eqn. 
Area observes
Since the actual control vector available for input to the redud-order observer operating in area i is generated by eqn. 21, the actual observer dynamics in this case will be given by f i t ) = Ll"(t) Substituting the transformation eqn. 15 into this equation gives
With L(') partitioned as
and with the substitution of eqns. 14 and 17 in eqn. 27, the equation for implementation of the area integralcontroller is obtained as
With the aid of eqn. 13, the integral-controller dynamics may be alternatively expressed, in state-space form, as The eigenvalues of the matrix A, may be computed to provide a check on the stability of the overall control system, including area observers and controllers. A block-schematic of the proposed decentralised control scheme is shown in Fig. 2. 
Casestudy
The decentralised control design method previously described was applied to a case study for a TAIPS. The global PI optimal controller was designed, followed by the local redud-order observers. The observers and PIcontrollers were then combined to form the decentralised control scheme.
PI-controller design
Based on the representation described in the Appendix, and the derived state-space model, the following data [l, 51 is used for the design and simulation of the proposed control scheme. The area feedback controls are combined, in accordance with eqn. 12, using the matrices
The global optimal PI-controller designed will be implemented in a completely decentralised manner.
Observer design -area 1
The following vector definitions are required in support of the observer design for area 1 : In each case the deviations in area frequency and tie-line power are restored to zero in the steady-state following the application of the load disturbance. Since the tie-line power returns to its scheduled value in the steady-state, it is evident that the imposed change in load demand in area 1 is completely met by area 1 generation, in the steady-state. The simulated system is seen to respond more slowly, with greater overshoot, in the case of decentralised control. This is because of the presence of the observers in the decentralised scheme, and arises from the time taken for the area observers to settle following a load demand change. Although some improvement could be obtained in principle, by specifying faster dynamics for the area observers, this may be offset in practice by an increase in the susceptibility of the observer outputs to noise.
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Concluding remarks
A fully decentralised feedback control scheme has been proposed for use with multi-area interconnected power systems. A detailed design procedure together with simulation results have been presented for the case of two interconnected areas (TAIPS). The decentralised control scheme makes use of a reduced-order observer and a PIcontroller operating within each area.
Each area controller utilises output feedback from a set of measurements comprising the total area power generation and the inter-area tie-line power. Area measurements are then used for the reconstruction of the global system state-vector within each area, using the area observer. This enables a global feedback strategy to be implemented directly at area level. Area feedback controllers are obtained from a simple partitioning of a globally designed feedback matrix. An important advantage of the proposed scheme is that a wide range of controller design options, including optimal control and poleplacement can be accommodated. The PI-controller element is included in the general design to ensure zero static error in the system frequency and scheduled tie-line power.
The proposed controller has been developed in conjunction with the single-machine area-equivalent model of Elgerd for the case of a TAIPS. The scheme is applicable to a wide range of model representations for power systems provided that the system state-vector may be reconstructed from area measurements.
The decentralised control scheme has bcen tested in a simulation of a two-area interconnected power system (TAIPS). The response of the system with decentralised control is shown to be close to that of the same system under centralised control The difference can be attributed to the presence of the area observers used in the dencentralised case. The static errors in system frequency and tie-line power are zero as anticipated.
From an operational point of view, the complete decentralisation of control achieved with this method has considerable attraction for systems with area interconnections more complex than in the case of the TAIPS.
The research is therefore being extended to establish whether other classes of area interconnection (e.g. radial, ring, or combinations) exist for which the system state is observable through area measurements. The decentralised strategy described would then be directly extendable to such cases. 
